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Just about nothing is complicated about CD Label Designer: grab your favorite blank CD or DVD and start designing your CD or DVD label! From titles and album covers to CD inserts, CD label templates and booklets and business card disks, CD Label Designer makes creating all kinds of labels fast and easy. When
you create a new project, CD Label Designer opens the CD drive and scans the drive for all of the files on the disk and gives you a report showing all of the file types. You can add images, shapes, text and circled text to the file list and have them automatically applied to the label. Within the main window, you can
select all of the items to be added to the CD label including images, shapes, text and circled text. CD Label Designer Key Features: - Supports almost all standard and custom format CDs and DVDs with multi-layer CDs - Designs CD or DVD labels, booklets, inserts and other valuable marketing material - Great help
system, multiple skins, and embedded style sheets make creating labels a snap - 32 bit and 64 bit - Adjustable background and text colors - Multiple text/image/graphic sizes and automatic alignment - Custom fields including MP3 music data - Batch style project creation - Export to all major image formats - Full-
screen mode for maximum visibility - Disk scanning mode for CD labeling, a great feature - Automatic indexing and file sorting, creating a complete disk index for each album - Fully customizable title and artwork - Create CD and DVD business cards - Quickly load all of your scanned images at one time, without the
need for screen capture - Export to PDF and PICT formats - Support and documentation on the web 4.22MB.WMZ CD Label Designer description Advanced CD Label Designer is the most powerful and advanced CD and DVD Label design software tool for Windows. There are thousands of amazing features that all CD
label designers should know about in order to design CD and DVD labels. With so many functions in one CD Label Designer package, you are sure to succeed in designing CD labels at the highest level of quality. Now there are many other CD label designers out there, but you will find out they don't compare to CD
Label Designer's features and capabilities. CD Label Designer will deliver you unparalleled editing experience, including a lot of advanced designing tools. Like other CD label designers, CD Label Designer offers many features to fulfill your needs, including:
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CD Label Designer Download With Full Crack 5.3.1.546 is capable of creating CD jewel cases, DVD box, booklet and business card disk labels, almost straight away. The software tool is designed to enable users to create CD cases, DVD covers, booklets and business card disks. CD Label Designer enables you to
change images, shapes, text and background colors. In addition, the application supports different types of media disks. CD Label Designer for Windows is one of the best tools to create CD cases and DVD covers. This software application is powered by PDI for disc image creation, Crystal Reports and Append for
label creation, and CD WIZ for data management. CD Label Designer enables you to instantly add music and information to a CD or DVD. Users will be able to perform the following functions: * Choose the background color or choose from a preset color pallet or use a RGB color scheme; This software tool is designed
to enable users to create CD cases, DVD covers, booklets and business card disks. CD Label Designer enables you to change images, shapes, text and background colors. In addition, the application supports different types of media disks. CD Label Designer for Windows is one of the best tools to create CD cases and
DVD covers. This software application is powered by PDI for disc image creation, Crystal Reports and Append for label creation, and CD WIZ for data management. CD Label Designer enables you to instantly add music and information to a CD or DVD. Users will be able to perform the following functions: * Choose the
background color or choose from a preset color pallet or use a RGB color scheme; The interface may seem a bit complicated at the first glance, but CD Label Designer lends a hand to rookies by offering them a configuration wizard to set up a new project. It's thus enough to pick the drive containing the CD you wish
to use for a new project, decide whether you want to edit the front, inside, the back, booklet or the DVD box and start the designing process per se. Besides the fact that CD Label Designer has multiple skins available, the application also boasts a comprehensive help menu to guide users throughout the whole
experience. The application enables you to insert pictures, shapes, text and circled text in any new project, with tons of customization options, so you can change colors, fonts, dimensions and alignment. Plus b7e8fdf5c8
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CD Label Designer is an advanced software tool that enables you to create CD jewel cases and DVD box labels, as well as booklets and business card disk labels. The interface may seem a bit complicated at the first glance, but CD Label Designer lends a hand to rookies by offering them a configuration wizard to set
up a new project. It's thus enough to pick the drive containing the CD you wish to use for a new project, decide whether you want to edit the front, inside, the back, booklet or the DVD box and start the designing process per se. Besides the fact that CD Label Designer has multiple skins available, the application also
boasts a comprehensive help menu to guide users throughout the whole experience. The application enables you to insert pictures, shapes, text and circled text in any new project, with tons of customization options, so you can change colors, fonts, dimensions and alignment. Plus, there's a “Label properties” dialog
for every new project, which allows you to modify width and height for every single front and back label, DVD box or business card disk label. You can create columns, set new backgrounds, lock objects and add custom fields, but a real interesting feature is the one that automatically scans the disk and creates a file
and folder list to be added to the label. This tool indexes the entire content of the disk and creates a detailed list, with specific information for audio files such as MP3 and WMA. All things considered, CD Label Designer is one of the best tools of its kind, as it offers virtually all the features you need to create a new CD
label. Burn Label Maker is an easy to use and great value CD label, Booklet and DVD label software to burn quickly and painlessly and create amazing CD and DVD labels. The program works with CD, CD-R, CD-RW, DVD and DVD-R, DVD-RW, DVD-RAM discs, and the files are created at the most high quality, and the
finished products look great. A very useful tool for the discerning or business user. Burn Label Maker has a tried and true easy to use interface that is easy on the eyes and the programmers, without complex features or options that the average computer user cannot use effectively. It also has the ability to "re-use"
existing images to increase your label customisation options. Burn Label Maker Description: Easy CD and DVD label software that automatically detects and burns the best quality possible! The

What's New in the CD Label Designer?

Create, save, print, test, and burn CD labels, booklets, and A4 (or A3) and A5 booklet & business card disk labels Create and edit any of three CD formats: MP3, WMA, and Audio CD Integrated CD burning of Album & Track CD files Integrated CD burning of Album & Track CD files Design and burn to CD: MP3, WMA,
Audio CD Add ID3 Tag to the CD Support insert pictures and texts from your system Integrated CD burning of Album & Track CD files Integrated CD burning of Album & Track CD files CD Label Designer is the most powerful and advanceable CD label designer in the world with full of features, easy to use interface and
a lot of professional features and functions: - Full of professional design themes: Create your CD label with the help of CD Label Designer more than 32 professional design themes to choose from, you can choose any one of them according to your needs. - Make your own new Design Theme: With CD Label Designer,
you can make your own design theme. Just add elements and texts like button, image, texts and edit the texts and colors, design the theme in a snap. - Type your own Text: The fonts and colors of the new created CD labels are based on the arrangement of your text. Now it's easy to set the text in any type of fonts
and colors to match the CD label style. - Add your own custom lines: Now you can create custom lines with the help of "Add custom line" function to set custom lines for the CD labels, and you can insert the CD track list in the same manner. - Customize the process of designing: With CD Label Designer, you can set
the information of the CD label you just created on the fly to fit your needs, including the title, the author, the album, the track list, the lyrics and many more. - Calculate and export the CD label files: With the calculation and export function of CD Label Designer, you can calculate the file size of every CD label you
creating and export them to select files or burn into a CD. - Import the full files of disc info: With the function of "Import full disc info", you can import the full disc info of disc into the CD label with MP3 or WMA format, and the imported file will be saved into the same location as your project file. -
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System Requirements For CD Label Designer:

Online multiplayer requires broadband internet service. *Processor: Intel Pentium III 1.5 GHz or better, available from the Manufacturer. Memory: 256 MB RAM, available from the Manufacturer. Sound Card: SoundBlaster compatible sound card with 7.1 surround sound playback is required. DirectX: DirectX 9.0c.
Display: Available on monitors with a screen resolution of 1024x768 or higher. *If the television is able to output sound in 5.1 Dolby Digital or DTS, 5.1 is recommended. Internet: Broadband Internet service is required for online multiplayer
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